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 When I scrub the timeline or "scroll" in, it doesn't speed up or stop instantly when I let go of the mouse button, it will actually
get ahead of me. This lasts 1 second, then it stops. I have a hard time even typing and moving, because of this delay, I have to
wait for the timeline to slow down a little before I can do anything. I also experience sudden freezes and the video will flicker
and buffering several minutes. It happens when I'm changing timeline positions, or when I'm scrubbing the timeline. I had this
problem in version 2.8, and it was solved in version 2.9 with a fix that was supposedly reworked by nvidia, but I am still having
the same problem. I have noticed that on my 4k workstation if I go to the track view, it slows down and takes a long time to re-
calculate the numbers and they aren't even going as fast as they should. I can't play any 4k content, it's simply to laggy to use it.
This has been going on for about 3 months and I'm at the end of my rope. The only thing I can think of is that the gpu is out of

clocked, and it would only be because of the 80 or so watts it's pushing. I've tried plugging it in again, unplugging it, cleaning the
CMOS and the PSU. I'm not using anything over 100w and I was using the 1080ti gpu at 450w, it's a full case rig with 8th gen

intel and 16gb ram, along with an Intel i5-6600. So to sum it up, I can't play 4k video, any, my gpu is going at 1.5GHz, the PC is
laggy as hell, and it takes several seconds to do something like moving the mouse and not have it lag behind me when I'm trying
to do something. I can't figure it out, does anyone have any suggestions? It's really frustrating and I don't know what else to do.
I've had the program on the lowest settings for a long time, with x265 and Nuke presets and it's still on a preset and it's still a

bottleneck. I've tried lowering the video quality to 1440p, it made it a little better, but it's still in the 82157476af
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